1963 ford galaxie 500 convertible
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Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased. Stk Ford Galaxie Painted white with the stainless
that looks good. Dual outside mir Perfect Sunday cruiser This custom Ford Galaxie fastback
was built with aspirations of the original Galaxy lightw Auction Vehicle. Private Seller. All
original survivor, family-owned since new. Garaged continuously with 42K original Two door
hard top. Four new tires and rims. Newly overhauled engine. New carpet and re Refine Search?
Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth
interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
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for most, the prospect of dropping the top in a vintage convertible has allure. It certainly does
for me, anyway. This Ford Galaxie XL convertible appears to be an appealing way to do that.
The Galaxie received some light refreshing from the previous year. It was available in several
trims and configurations, but the convertible was the 2 nd least popular option. Of the roughly
half-million Galaxie s built for , just 1 out of every 20 or so were convertibles. Apparently big car
needs and convertible dreams were nearly mutually exclusive. The chrome trim seems to
disappear into the Tucson Yellow paint while the black convertible top picks up some of the
black accents from the interior. The seller has recently installed Coker wide whitewall tires.
While I believe the whitewall width is considerably wider than factory issue, it seems to work
here â€” especially with fender skirts in place to partially obscure the rear tires. Everything
about the exterior looks to be on point. The interior color scheme nearly matches that of the
exterior. The white vinyl seats with black carpet, dash, and accents are a good blend, allowing
neither to overwhelm. All interior surfaces appear to be in very good shape. Front bucket seats
are split by a full-length console. A cubic-inch V8 powers this Galaxie. A console-shifted
automatic transmission sends power to the rear wheels. The whitewalls are too wide, but other
than that, this is a VERY sharp cruiser! I hate fender skirts and continental kits with a passion.
To me gaudy and the skirts were just rust catchers. I took them off any cars I ownedâ€¦This
Galaxy is really nice. IMO if it was black or red it would bring more. Perhaps I need to bid on this
one. Many came new from factory with worse alignment. Other than that, she is a grand old gal.
Very sharp car! Love the wide white walls and skirts on this and other large convertibles of the
time. My son has a 64 four door that we bagged the suspension and added dual exhaust and a
four barrel!! I have a 65 which was the first year of the new body style and is a convertible!! This
63 would be the trifecta!!! Beautiful car!!! I can forgive the too-wide whitewalls. Normally, that
might bother me but this car is gorgeous! Great lines on this ride. For some reason, that center
console looks amazing to me. Reason being, I was poor as hell and did my car shopping at local
junk yards looking for solid cars with blown motors.. My 60 Vette sports wide whites but they
work.. Just sold a 63 C 10 that had skirts! My wife hated them but i thought they looked ok.
Someone is going to get a very nice rideâ€¦. Nice car tho. Love them. In my opinion the skirts
make the car. The tires? But who cares? At the end of the day this is a gorgeous car. If all it
needs to make it perfect for you is deciding whether the skirts and tires need to stay or go is
nothing. Vintage air, and nice hidden stereo, geez I got it parked in that garage in my head.
Beautiful car. I owned a lot of Galaxie XL cars five or six decades ago. Most were automatic, but
also , , and even one with They were nice cars but like every car they had some problems. The
wheel bearing was pressed onto the axle. I had one come off the axle which allowed the axle,

wheel and brakes all slide out leaving me in an uncontrollable car. I was going uphill so the car
came to a stop then started rolling back down the hill. Fortunately there were no cars behind me
and a business parking lot was halfway down the hill. I managed to roll into the parking lot and
come to a stop. Very dangerous situation. My then wife and three small daughters were in the
car. God bless America. By 63 white walls were just under 1 inch. I would also loose the skirts. I
would rather have a darker color with the white interior. Never been a fan of the All said this is
still a nice car. Wide whites came on new cars in and switched to one inch whites for Wide
whites are definitely wrong for this car but it wears them well IMO. Not an XL but same color. He
ordered fender skirts and dual radio antennas. Had also. Sharp car. I really love this car, fender
skirts and all. My dear wife of 25 years fell victim to a disease called Sepsis. It left her minus a
left leg, heart disease, dialysis, diabetes and loss of eyesight. This is no problem for me, but it
left us financially broken. So no more classic cars for me. Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
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Comments Moparman Member. RayT Member. But somehow those wide, wide whites look
perfect on this car! I have absolutely no possible use for this monstro Ford where I live. Why do
I want it so much? Bill Hall. The fender skirts and extra wide whites need to go. Otherwise very
nice ,to nice maybe? Bob McK Member. That sounds like a win-win to me! Steve Bush Member.
Mark C. William Fox. Someone is going to get a very nice rideâ€¦ 4. Jonnyâ€¦ The convertible top
looks tan to meâ€¦ not black. Ron Ripplinger. John Oliveri. Vintage air, and nice hidden stereo,
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Limit Reached! One of only R-Code Ford Galaxies produced for model-year , this rare
convertible presents in X-Code Heritage Burgundy exterior with a Parchment interior and top.
This car has undergone an extensive bare-metal rotisserie restoration using mostly NOS and
original restored parts, and it presents in wonderful showroom condition. Finishing off its list of
options are its proper full wheel covers with era-correct narrow whitewall tires. To homologate it
as a production engine, Ford met the bare minimum quota of units for The CI engine was built to
the maximum displacement allowed by the legislative sanctioning bodies, and it was engineered
to withstand the immense rigors of racing. Internally, the engine was strengthened with a forged
steel crank, cross-bolted 4-bolt-main bearing caps, forged connecting rods, forged pistons, a
large intake and exhaust valves, solid lifters, a low-rise aluminum manifold with two Holley CFM
carburetors and a free-flowing low-restriction exhaust system. This is an opportunity to own a
rare and legendary piece of Blue Oval history: an authentic R-Code-equipped Ford Galaxie
Convertible. Information found on the website is presented as advance information for the
auction lot. The lot and information presented at auction on the auction block supersedes any
previous descriptions or information. Mecum is not responsible for information that may be
chang
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ed or updated prior to the auction. The decision to purchase should be based solely on the
buyers personal inspection of the lot at the auction site prior to the auction. Email Address.
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